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a b s t r a c t
High-frequency bipolar pulses (HF-BP) have been demonstrated to be efficient for membrane permeabilization and irreversible electroporation. Since membrane permeabilization has been achieved using HFBP pulses we hypothesized that with these pulses we can also achieve successful gene electrotransfer
(GET). Three variations of bursts of 2 ms bipolar pulses with 2 ms interphase delay were applied in HFBP protocols. We compared transfection efficiency of monopolar micro and millisecond pulses and HFBP protocols at various plasmid DNA (pDNA) concentrations on CHO – K1 cells. GET efficiency increased
with increasing pDNA concentration. Overall GET obtained by HF-BP pulse protocols was comparable to
overall GET obtained by longer monopolar pulse protocols. Our results, however, suggest that although
we were able to achieve similar percent of transfected cells, the number of pDNA copies that were successfully transferred into cells seemed to be higher when longer monopolar pulses were used.
Interestingly, we did not observe any direct correlation between fluorescence intensity of pDNA aggregates formed on cell membrane and transfection efficiency. The results of our study confirmed that we
can achieve successful GET with bipolar microsecond i. e. HF-BP pulses, although at the expense of higher
pDNA concentrations.
Ó 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
When cells are exposed to external electric field of sufficient
amplitude and duration transient destabilization of cell membrane
is achieved [1,2]. This is called electroporation (also electropermeabilization) and is one of the universal methods used for introducing various molecules into cells in vitro and in vivo. The most
commonly established theory states that during electroporation
pores are formed on the cell membrane which allow ions and
molecules to enter and/or leave the cell [2,3]. Electroporation is
used in medicine [4,5], biotechnology [6] and in food [7] and biomass processing [8].
In medicine electroporation can be used as electrochemotherapy (ECT) for delivery of chemotherapeutic drugs [9,10], irreversible electroporation (IRE) for tissue ablation [11–15],
administration of active substances into and through the skin
[16,17] or for efficient delivery of DNA into cells and tissues as a
method named gene electrotransfer (GET) [18,19]. Among the
most promising GET applications in medicine are DNA vaccination
and gene therapy. GET enables improved expression of therapeutic
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or immunogenic proteins that are encoded by DNA or RNA which
can be used for the prevention or treatment of many cancers, cardiovascular diseases, autoimmune diseases, organ specific disorders as well as infectious diseases [20–25].
GET is successful only if plasmid DNA (pDNA) is added before
the application of the electric pulses [18,26], which according to
current knowledge have a dual role in GET; they enable permeabilization of the cell membrane and cause electrophoresis of pDNA
that brings pDNA in contact with the cell membrane. During electric field delivery heterogenous population of permeable sites is
formed on cell membrane, with longer pulses leading to formation
of larger permeable sites [27,28]. Negatively charged pDNA molecules in electric field move due to electrophoretic force and make
contact with cell membrane in a larger number compared to free
diffusion [29]. If permeable sites on cell membrane are large
enough small DNA molecules (equal or smaller than 15 bp [30])
can enter the cell with electrophoresis. Large pDNA molecules form
aggregates on cell membrane during electric pulses delivery and
after electropermeabilization enter the cell via endocytosis
[18,31–33]. Because electrophoresis is involved in pDNA aggregates formation on cell membrane during electric field delivery,
the lack of electrophoresis is an important if not essential barrier
for use of short pulses in GET in vitro and in vivo [29,34–36]. However, it was published before, that under optimized conditions the
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transfection efficiency with 5  400 ms bipolar square wave pulses
is better than with the same number of unipolar square wave
pulses of same duration or single square pulse of the same cumulative duration [37]. The explanation is offered in symmetric permeabilization of cell membrane and formation of pDNA
aggregates on both sides of the cell membrane facing the electrodes not only on one side as with monopolar pulses [29,38]
which could lead to an increase in GET efficiency. The lack of electrophoretic force during delivery of short pulses can be partially
compensated with higher pDNA concentration which enables that
more pDNA molecules are near cell membrane [39]. But increasing
pDNA concentration above 100 mg/ml in vitro presumably leads to
pDNA entanglement which reduces the mobility of pDNA molecules, especially if they are larger than 6 kbp, probably resulting
in lower GET efficiency [40].
Electroporation applications are accompanied by some undesirable effects like electrode oxidation, changes in pH and Joule heating [41–45]. While in applications in vitro these effects are not
considered critical, they are much more relevant in applications
in vivo and in food industry. Intense pH changes close to the electrodes [46] can be damaging to the cells and tissues and can result
in changes in molecules, especially denaturation of pDNA in GET
[43,46,47]. The time in which the pH changes between electrodes
are neutralized after electroporation based treatments is short in
ECT and IRE and much longer in GET [47] due to different pulse
parameters used. For ECT and IRE usually shorter pulses with
higher voltage are applied, while in GET, longer pulses of lower
voltage are used [48].
Recently, the use of short bipolar electroporation pulses applied
in bursts with repetition frequencies over 100 kHz, high-frequency
bipolar pulses (HF-BP), was proposed [49]. In HF-BP long (100 ls–
5 ms) monopolar pulses are replaced with burst of short (0.25–
5 ms) bipolar pulses [50,51]. It was shown that with the use of HFBP pulses similar levels of cell membrane permeabilization in vitro
[52–54] can be achieved compared to long monopolar pulses which
are dominant in current IRE, ECT and GET protocols. In vivo experiments have shown that HF-BP pulses are effective in ECT, IRE of
tumors and in cardiac ablation [12–14,55–57]. HF-BP pulses are also
suggested to provide more uniform distribution of electric field in
inhomogeneous tissue, which results in more predictable cellular
response and potentially leading to improved clinical precision of
IRE, ECT and GET [49,58]. During HF-BP pulses delivery smaller
amounts of metal ions are released from electrodes and electrochemical reactions are reduced [41,59]. However, in HF-BP higher
electric fields are needed to achieve the same results as with longer
monopolar pulses [52,60]. This can lead to increased Joule heating
and consequently, thermal damage in the area around the electrodes
[42,61]. Also, attention should be given to demonstration of cancelation effect originally observed in sub-microsecond pulses but
recently also in range of microsecond pulses where the opposite
polarity phase of the pulse cancels the effect of the first phase if
the interphase delay is short enough, which might be one of the reasons for lower efficiency [53,59,62,63].
Muscle contractions that cause discomfort and electrical stimulation of sensory nerves [64–67] causing pain are the main disadvantages that accompany the electroporation based treatments
with long monopolar pulses and dictates the use of muscle relaxants and anesthesia. Electric pulses delivery, if applied close or in
the heart, must also be synchronized with electrocardiogram
[68–73]. But the use of HF-BP pulses promises to mitigate muscle
contractions and reduce pain during electroporation based treatments [67]. Namely, electrical stimulation studies proved that
short bipolar pulses require higher amplitudes for stimulation of
nerves and muscles compared to longer pulses [51,67,74,75] and
bipolar pulses with long (80–100 ms) interphase delay further
increase excitation thresholds [76].

Since membrane permeabilization is a prerequisite for successful GET [18,39] we hypothesize that with HF-BP pulse parameters
successful GET can be achieved. HF-BP pulse parameters, used in
our experiments, were determined according to previously published experimental and theoretical findings [49,77]. According to
previous studies cancellation effect is considerable when delivering 1 ms HF-BP pulses of 1 ls interphase delay [53], while muscle
contractions were observed at HF-BP pulses of 5 ms duration and
longer [51]. Based on this we chose 2 ms as a duration of positive
and negative phase of biphasic pulse and 2 ms interphase delay
ensured complete charging and discharging of cell membrane in
high-conductivity cell growth medium [53]. The same pulse waveform was shown to substantially decrease the intensity of muscle
contractions compared with traditional monopolar pulses
[49,50,77]. Because approximately 1 s was reported to be necessary for stable pDNA aggregates formation [29], we chose 1 Hz repetition frequency of bursts.
We first tested the number of pulses in each burst and the number of bursts in accordance with pulse protocols used in [49,77]
and then adjusted them to achieve considerable GET efficiency
with minimal effect on cell viability. Transfection efficiency
obtained by HF-BP protocols at various pDNA concentrations was
compared to that of ‘‘classical”, monopolar micro (8  100 ls)
and millisecond (8  5 ms) pulses.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cells
We used Chinese hamster ovary cell line (CHO-K1; European
Collection of Cell Cultures, Great Britain). Cells were grown in
25 mm2 culture flasks (TPP, Switzerland) for 2–4 days in an incubator (Kambič, Slovenia) at 37 °C, in a humidified atmosphere of
5% CO2 in air. CHO cells were cultured in HAM-F12 growth medium
(PAA, Austria) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Sigma
Aldrich, Germany), L-glutamine (StemCell, Canada) and antibiotics
penicillin/streptomycin (PAA, Austria), and gentamycin (Sigma
Aldrich, Germany).
For experiments cells in exponential growth phase were trypsinized using trypsin – EDTA; 5 g trypsin/2 g EDTA in 0.9% NaCl
(Sigma Aldrich, Germany) 10  diluted in Hanks’ Balanced Salt
solution (Sigma Aldrich, Germany). From the obtained cell suspension, trypsin and growth medium were removed by centrifugation
at 180 g for 5 min at room temperature (Sigma 3–15 K, UK). The
cell pellet was then resuspendend in HAM-F12 growth medium
to obtain a final cell density of 6.6  105 cells/ml.
2.2. Plasmid
A 4.7 kb plasmid pEGFP-N1 (Clontech Laboratories Inc., USA)
encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of
CMV promotor was used. Plasmid (pDNA) was amplified using
Escherichia coli and isolated with HiSpeed Plasmid Maxi Kit (Qiagen, Germany). pDNA concentration was spectrophotometrically
determined at 260 nm. We tested seven pDNA concentrations,
namely 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 250 and 500 mg/ml.
2.3. Electric pulses
Five different pulse protocols were used in our experiments,
namely 8  100 ms: 8 pulses, 100 ms duration, 1 Hz repetition frequency; 8  5 ms: 8 pulses, 5 ms duration, 1 Hz repetition frequency and three HF-BP pulse protocols. In HF-BP pulse
protocols bipolar pulses of 2 ms duration of positive and negative
phase were applied. The pause between positive and negative
2
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of HAM-F12 growth medium in 24 well plate (TPP, Switzerland)
and incubated for 24 h at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere in a
5% CO2 incubator. Afterwards, cells were trypsinized as described
above and percent of GFP positive cells and median fluorescence
of GFP positive cells were detected using flow cytometer (AttuneÒ
NxT, USA). Excitation wavelength was detected with a blue laser at
488 nm and emitted fluorescence was through a 530/30 nm bandpass filter. At every measurement 10,000 events were recorded.
Obtained data were analyzed with the Attune NxT software.

pulse phase and pause between bipolar pulses in all three pulse
protocols were 2 ms. Number of pulses in each burst and number
of bursts were varied, while burst repetition frequency was 1 Hz
in all three HF-BP protocols. Pulse protocol HF-BP 1 consisted of
20 bursts and in each burst 216 pulses were applied. Pulse protocol
HF-BP 2 consisted of 50 bursts; in each burst 50 pulses were
applied. And pulse protocol HF-BP 3 consisted of 100 bursts; in
each burst 32 pulses were applied. Electric field was estimated as
the voltage applied divided by the distance between the electrodes.
For all pulse protocols the range 0–2 kV/cm was tested for cell
membrane permeabilization and cell viability. For each pulse protocol we determined GET efficiency on the interval of electric fields
below and above the intersection of permeabilization and cell viability curves. Based on these results we decided on electric field
used in our GET experiments. Pulse parameters of all five pulse
protocols used in GET experiments are summarized in Tables 1
and 2 and Supplementary schematic 1.
For the application of pulses, a laboratory prototype pulse generator (University of Ljubljana) based on H-bridge digital amplifier
with 1 kV MOSFETs (DE275-102N06A, IXYS, USA) was used [52].
During each experiment voltage and current applied to sample
were measured with differential probe (ADP305, LeCroy, USA)
and current probe (CP030, LeCroy, USA) and monitored on oscilloscope (Wavesurfer 422, 200 MHz, LeCroy, USA). Representative
measurements of voltage and current in HF-BP pulse protocols
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.

2.6. Cell viability
After cells were exposed to pulse protocols at different electric
fields (cell viability curve) or pulse protocols at fixed electric field
with different pDNA concentrations (cell viability after GET) 2x104
cells were transferred to HAM-F12 growth medium prepared previously in wells of 96-well plate (TPP, Switzerland). Three samples
were taken from each cuvette. Cells were placed in the incubator
(37 °C, 5% CO2) for 24 h. Cell viability was determined with the
MTS-based Cell Titer 96 AQueous One Solution Cell Proliferation
Assay (Promega, USA). After 24 h incubation 20 ml of MTS reagent
were added to each well and cells were incubated for additional 2 h
in the incubator (37 °C, 5% CO2). Absorption at 490 nm wavelength
was measured with a Tecan Infinite M200 spectrophotometer
(Tecan, Switzerland). An average absorption obtained in the samples containing only growth medium was subtracted from the
absorption measured in cell samples. To calculate the percentage
of viable cells the absorption of each sample was divided by an
average absorption of the control samples.

2.4. Permeabilization
For permeabilization detection 150 ml of cell suspension (1x105
cells) with 5 ml of propidium iodide, final concentration 33 mg/ml,
(Life Technologies, USA) was pipetted into 4 mm cuvettes (VWR
International, Belgium). After pulse application cells were incubated for 10 min at room temperature. Propidium iodide incorporation into cells was detected with flow cytometer (AttuneÒ NxT,
Life Technologies, USA) using a blue laser excitation at 488 nm
and detecting the emitted fluorescence through a 574/26 nm
band-pass filter. At every measurement 10,000 events were
recorded. Data obtained were analyzed with the Attune NxT software. The voltage that was applied to the cuvette was varied in
the 100–800 V range, corresponding to 0.25–2 kV/cm electric field.

2.7. Visualization of pDNA interaction with cell membrane
To visualize pDNA interaction with cell membrane TOTO-1
(Molecular Probes — Invitrogen, USA) nucleic acid stain was used.
The protocol of staining was the same as in [80,81]. Briefly, the
plasmid pEGFP-N1 was labeled with 2.3  104 M TOTO-1 DNA
intercalating dye with an average base pair to dye ratio of 5 for
60 min on ice and in the dark.
1  105 CHO cells were plated as a monolayer culture in Lab-Tek
chambered coverglass (Nunc, TermoFisher Scientifc, USA) for 8 h in
cell growth medium at 37 °C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere in
the incubator. Immediately before electric pulse application,
growth medium was removed and fresh growth medium with
labeled pDNA was added to cells in 20 lg/ml or 500 lg/ml concentration. A pair of two parallel Pt/Ir wire electrodes, with 4 mm distance between inner edges, was positioned to the bottom of LabTek chamber and samples were exposed to electric pulses. Only
HF-BP 2, 8  100 ms and 8  5 ms protocols were tested.
To monitor the interaction of pDNA with the cell membrane fluorescent microscope (Zeiss 200, Axiovert, Germany) was used with
100  oil immersion objective. The images were recorded using
imaging system (MetaMorph imaging system, Visitron, Germany).
Fluorescence emission along the cell membrane was analyzed
(MetaMorph, Germany) and the fluoresce intensity along perime-

2.5. Gene electrotransfer
150 ml of cell suspension (2x105 cells) were pipetted into 4 mm
cuvette and various concentrations of pDNA were added. We
tested final concentrations of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 250 or 500 mg/
ml pDNA in cell suspension. Cells were incubated with pDNA for
2 min at room temperature then electric pulses were applied as
described above. To increase cell viability 37.5 ml (25% of volume)
of fetal bovine serum (Sigma Aldrich, Germany) was added immediately after pulse delivery and cells were incubated in cuvette for
5 min at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere in a 5% CO2 incubator
[78,79]. After incubation cell suspension was transferred to 1 ml

Table 1
Pulse parameters of all pulse protocols.
Protocol

Duration of
positive phase
(ms)

Duration of
negative phase
(ms)

Pause between positive
and negative phase (ms)

Pause
between
pulses (ms)

Number of
pulses in each
burst

Number
of bursts

Burst repetition
frequency (Hz)

Electric
field (kV/
cm)

8  100 ms
8  5 ms
HF-BP 1
HF-BP 2
HF-BP 3

100
5000
2
2
2

0
0
2
2
2

0
0
2
2
2

0
0
2
2
2

1
1
216
50
32

8
8
20
50
100

1
1
1
1
1

1.6
0.5
1
1.25
1.25

3
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Table 2
Cumulative parameters of all pulse protocols. Dose = voltage2  On-time per burst was calculated according to [77].
Protocol

On time per
pulse (ms)

On-Time per
Burst (ls)

On-Time per
treatment (ls)

Pulse repetition
frequency (1/s)

Duration of the
treatment (s)

Dose (U2  On time per burst
[V2  s])

8  100 ms
8  5 ms
HF-BP 12–2–2–2
HF-BP 22–2–2–2
HF-BP 32–2–2–2

100
5000
4
4
4

800
40000
864
200
128

800
40000
17280
10000
12800

8
8
4320
2500
3200

8
8
20
50
100

327.68
1600
2764.8
2500
3200

at 1.25 kV/cm. The intersection of permeabilization and cell viability curve is where the greatest fraction of cells is permeabilized
and cell viability is the highest. The intersection of permeabilization and cell viability curve was at electric fields 0.6, 1.25, 1, 1.20
and 1.05 kV/cm for pulse protocols 8  5 ms, 8  100 ms, HF-BP
1, HF-BP 2 and HF-BP 3, respectively. Since optimal permeabilization for PI is not necessary also optimal for pDNA uptake we
screened the interval of electric fields below and above the intersection of permeabilization and cell viability curves for GET efficiency (data not shown) to choose the final electric field used in
every GET pulse protocol. The final electric fields used in GET
experiments were 0.5, 1.6, 1, 1.25, 1.25 for pulse protocols
8  5 ms, 8  100 ms, HF-BP 1, HF-BP 2 and HF-BP 3, respectively.

ter of cell membrane was obtained from recorded images. At least
3 images per pulse protocol were analyzed.
2.8. Measurements of pH changes after pulse delivery and temperature
monitoring
For measurement of pH changes in 4 mm cuvette after pulse
delivery SevenGo-SG2 pH meter and InLab Nano (Mettler-Toledo,
Switzerland) measuring electrode were used. 150 ml of cell suspension (1x105 cells) were pipetted into 4 mm cuvette and pulses
were applied. Immediately after pulse delivery 37.5 ml (25% of volume) of fetal bovine serum (FBS) were added and cell suspensions
was mixed by pipetting. Cuvette with cell suspension was placed in
water bath heated to 37 °C and pH probe was dipped in cell suspension. pH of cell suspension was measured every minute for
5 min after pulse delivery. Temperature of the cell suspension
was monitored during pH measurements using the fiber optic sensor system (opSens, Canada), which consisted of ProSens signal
conditioner and a fiber optic temperature sensor OTG-M170 in
order to make sure that measured pH changes were not the consequence of temperature changes. Temperature of the sample was
also measured during pulse delivery for all five pulse protocols.

3.2. Gene electrotransfer
We tested seven different pDNA concentrations: 20, 40, 60, 80,
100, 250 or 500 mg/ml. In all five pulse protocols percent of GFP
positive cells increased with increasing pDNA concentration
(Fig. 2). Increasing pDNA concentration above 100 mg/ml if pulse
protocols 8  100 ms or 8  5 ms were applied lead to almost no
increase in GFP positive cells, contrary to HF-BP pulse protocols
where the percent of GFP positive cells with highest pDNA concentrations (250 and 500 mg/ml) increased significantly. When applying HF-BP pulse protocols we were able to obtain around 40% of
GFP positive cells.
Percent of GFP positive cells obtained with pulse protocol
8  100 ms and pulse protocol 8  5 ms was similar at same concentrations of pDNA. With the highest pDNA concentration we successfully transfected around 50% of cells. Also, the transfection
efficiency obtained between pulse protocols HF-BP was similar at
same concentrations of pDNA. With the lowest concentration of
pDNA (20 mg/ml) around 5% of cells were successfully transfected
and with the highest concentration (500 mg/ml) around 40%. Exact
percent of GET with the highest concentration of pDNA for all five
pulse protocols and accompanying viability results are summarized in Table 3.
At the lowest pDNA concentration (20 mg/ml) percent of GFP
positive cells was statistically significant higher after GET with
pulse protocol 8  100 ms and pulse protocol 8  5 ms compared
to all three pulse protocols HF-BP. When the highest pDNA concentration (500 mg/ml) was used statistically significant difference in
percent of GFP positive cells was observed only in GET with pulse
protocol 8  100 ms and pulse protocol 8  5 ms compared to pulse
protocol HF-BP 1 and pulse protocol HF-BP 3.
No GFP positive cells were observed in the absence of electric
pulses or the absence of pDNA.

2.9. Statistical analysis
All results are reported as a mean value of 3 to 5 experiments.
The spread of the data is given by standard deviation. The significance between the experimental groups was analyzed in SigmaPlot
11.0 (Systat Software Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), and determined using
One way ANOVA test followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison
test. The statistically significant difference was assumed at
p < 0.05.
3. Results
3.1. Permeabilization and cell viability curves
Electroporation experiments resulting in membrane permeabilization and cell viability curves were performed for all five pulse
protocols (Fig. 1). Electroporation with applying 8  5 ms lead to
permeabilization at the lowest electric field; 95% of permeabilized
cells were already obtained at 0.75 kV/cm. All three HF-BP pulse
protocols and pulse protocol 8  100 ms lead to similar permeabilization; 73%–87% of cells were permeabilized at 1 kV/cm. Using
pulse protocol 8  5 ms also a decrease in cell viability at lower
electric fields was observed; less than 10% of cells were viable at
1 kV/cm, while using HF-BP pulse protocols or 8  100 ms pulse
protocol viability of the cells was better than 80% at the same electric field. Pulse protocol HF-BP 1 and 3 lead to decrease in cell viability at lower electric fields compared to pulse protocol HF-BP 2
and pulse protocol 8  100 ms, which ensued similar viability of
the cells at electric fields tested; more than 80% of cells were viable

3.3. Cell viability after GET
In addition to cell viability measurement in 0–2 kV electric field
range in order to get cell viability curves, MTS assay was also performed after every GET experiment at fixed electric field without or
4
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Fig. 1. Permeabilization dashed lines (empty symbols) and cell viability solid lines (filled symbols) for all five pulse protocols used. 8  100 ms (yellow h/j); 8  5 ms (orange
s/d); HF-BP 1(green e/r); HF-BP 2 (red D/▲) and HF-BP 3 (blue r/.). Vertical bars represent standard deviation.

Fig. 2. GET efficiency for all five pulse protocols, 8  100 ms (yellow j); 8  5 ms (orange d); HF-BP 1(green r); HF-BP 2 (red ▲) and HF-BP 3 (blue .), without and with
seven pDNA concentrations, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 250 and 500 mg/ml, 0 V – no applied pulses (gray j). Bars represent standard deviation.

Table 3
Results of GET, viability and overall GET with the highest concentration (500 mg/ml) of pDNA using all five pulse protocols.
Pulse protocol

Electric field (kV/cm)

GET (%)

Viability (%)

Overall GET (%)

8  100 ms
8  5 ms
HF-BP 1
HF-BP 2
HF-BP 3

1.6
0.5
1
1.25
1.25

49
53
39
42
34

56
75
82
82
72

28
40
32
34
25

±
±
±
±
±

1.9
3
3.2
8.1
3.1

±
±
±
±
±

5.6
16.7
6
11.8
3.1

±
±
±
±
±

3.3
10.3
1.6
7
2.2

protocol HF-BP 3 was applied. Pulse protocol 8  5 ms and pulse
protocol HF-BP 1 led to approximately 80% of cell viability. The
highest cell viability was observed with pulse protocol HF-BP 2
where nearly 90% of cells were viable 24 h after pulse delivery.

with seven pDNA concentrations (Fig. 3). Viability of cells was different among five pulse protocols tested. The lowest cell viability
was observed after application of pulse protocol 8  100 ms, around
50%. A bit higher viability, around 60%, was obtained when pulse
5
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Fig. 3. Cell viability for all five pulse protocols, 8  100 ms, 8  5 ms, HF-BP 1, HF-BP 2 and HF-BP 3, without (light green) and with seven pDNA concentrations, 20 (orange), 40
(gray), 60 (yellow), 80 (light blue), 100 (dark green), 250 (dark blue) and 500 mg/ml (red), 0 V – no applied pulses. Vertical bars represent standard deviation.

concentration of pDNA was used. In this case maximum median
fluorescence of all three pulse protocols HF-BP was similar, while
more than double median fluorescence was obtained with pulse
protocol 8  100 ms and pulse protocol 8  5 ms. With pulse protocol 8  5 ms higher median fluorescence was measured at pDNA
concentrations between 40 mg/ml and 100 mg/ml compared to
pulse protocol 8  100 ms and pulse protocols HF-BP where more
pronounced increase in median fluorescence was observed only
with the highest pDNA concentrations, 250 and 500 mg/ml.
Median fluorescence intensity at the lowest (20 mg/ml) and at
the highest (500 mg/ml) pDNA concentration was statistically significant higher after GET with pulse protocols 8  100 ms and
8  5 ms compared to all three pulse protocols HF-BP.

Exact percent of cell viability with the highest concentration of
pDNA (500 mg/ml) for all five pulse protocols are summarized in
Table 3.
In control cells as well as in cells that were exposed to any of
five pulse protocols tested there was no statistically significant difference in cell viability between group with no added pDNA and
groups with various pDNA concentrations added in cell suspension. Even in groups in which the highest pDNA concentration
(500 mg/ml) was used there was no significant decrease in cell viability observed which shows that pDNA concentration did not have
any negative effect on cell viability as detected by MTS cell viability
assay.
3.4. Overall gene electrotransfer
Overall GET in percent (Fig. 4) was calculated as % of GFP positive cells multiplied by % of viable cells divided by 100. We can
observe that the highest overall gene electrotransfer (GET)
(40 ± 10.3%) was achieved with pulse protocol 8  5 ms. At the
lowest pDNA concentration (20 mg/ml) percent of viable GFP positive cells was statistically significant higher after GET with pulse
protocol 8  100 ms and pulse protocol 8  5 ms compared to all
three pulse protocols HF-BP. Percent of GFP positive cells was also
significantly higher with pulse protocol 8  5 ms compared to
pulse protocol 8  100 ms.
Overall GET with pulse protocol 8  100 ms and all three pulse
protocols HF-BP with the highest pDNA concentration was not statistically significant different, it amounted approximately 25–34%.
Exact percent of overall GET with the highest concentration of
pDNA for all five pulse protocols are summarized in Table 3. When
the highest pDNA concentration (500 mg/ml) was used statistically
significant difference in percent of viable GFP positive cells was
observed only between pulse protocol 8  5 ms and pulse protocol
HF-BP 3.

3.6. pDNA interaction with cell membrane
pDNA interaction with cell membrane was visualized following
8  100 ms, 8  5 ms and HF-BP 2 protocols each with the lowest
and the highest pDNA concentrations, 20 mg/ml and 500 mg/ml,
respectively. In the absence of pulse delivery no increase in fluorescence intensity alongside cell membrane was observed.
Analyzing fluorescence intensity along cell perimeter following
8  100 ms and 8  5 ms protocols increased fluorescence intensity
was observed only on one side of cell membrane representing formation of pDNA aggregates on cell membrane facing the cathode
(Figs. 6, B and 7, B). After 8  100 ms pulse protocol pDNA aggregates on cell membrane were visible after GET with both pDNA
concentrations, 20 mg/ml (Fig. 6, A) and 500 mg/ml (Fig. 6, D). Peak
in average fluorescence intensity after 8  100 ms protocol with
500 mg/ml of pDNA was significantly (10 times) higher than average peak in fluorescence intensity after 8  100 ms protocol with
20 mg/ml of pDNA (Fig. 6, C).
pDNA aggregates on cell membrane after 8  5 ms pulse protocol with both pDNA concentrations, 20 mg/ml and 500 mg/ml, are
shown in Fig. 7, A and D respectively. Peak in fluorescence intensity
after 8  5 ms protocol with 20 mg/ml of pDNA was almost the
same as peak in fluorescence intensity after 8  100 ms protocol
with 500 mg/ml of pDNA. Peak in fluorescence intensity after
8  5 ms protocol with 500 mg/ml of pDNA was significantly

3.5. Median fluorescence intensity
Measurements of median fluorescence intensity of GFP positive
cells on flow cytometer were also collected for each experiment
(Fig. 5). Median fluorescence was the highest when the highest
6
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Fig. 4. Overall GET efficiency for all five pulse protocols 8  100 ms (yellow j); 8  5 ms (orange d); HF-BP 1(green r); HF-BP 2 (red ▲) and HF-BP 3 (blue .), without and
with seven pDNA concentrations, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 250 and 500 mg/ml, 0 V – no applied pulses (gray j). Vertical bars represent standard deviation.

Fig. 5. Median fluorescence intensity for all 5 pulse protocols, 8  100 ms (yellow j); 8  5 ms (orange d); HF-BP 1(green r); HF-BP 2 (red ▲) and HF-BP 3 (blue .), without
and with seven pDNA concentrations, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 250 and 500 mg/ml, 0 V – no applied pulses (gray j). Vertical bars represent standard deviation.

cence was observed at peak 1 with both pDNA concentrations used
(Fig. 8, C). Up to 7 times higher peak in fluorescence intensity was
observed when 500 mg/ml of pDNA was added compared to when
20 mg/ml of pDNA was added. Peak fluorecence intensity after
8  100 ms pulse protocol with with 500 mg/ml of pDNA was also
significantly higher compared to peak in fluorescence intensity
after HF-BP 2 protocol with 20 mg/ml and 500 mg/ml of pDNA.
Application of 8  100 ms protocol with 20 mg/ml of pDNA resulted
in an average peak in fluorescence intensity only a little higher
compared to peak in fluorescence intensity after HF-BP 2 protocol
with 20 mg/ml of pDNA and lower compared to peak in fluorescence intensity after HF-BP 2 protocol with 500 mg/ml of pDNA.

(almost 3 times) higher compared to the peak in fluorescence
intensity with 20 mg/ml of pDNA (Fig. 7, C).
Analyzing fluorescence intensity alongside cell perimeter after
HF-BP 2 protocol two peaks in fluorescence intensity were
observed representing formation of pDNA aggregates on both sides
of cell membrane facing the electrodes. The peaks were distinct
when 500 mg/ml of pDNA was used and hard to notice after HFBP 2 protocol with 20 mg/ml of pDNA (Fig. 8, B). Statistical analysis
of peaks in fluorescence intensity showed significantly higher fluorescence in both peaks compared to background fluorescence at
both pDNA concentrations. The two peaks in fluorescence intensity
were not significantly different, however, slightly lower fluores7
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Fig. 6. pDNA interaction with cell membrane after 8  100 ms pulse protocol. A) Images of brightfield and TOTO-1 fluorescence taken under the microscope, with 20 mg/ml or
D) 500 mg/ml of pDNA. B) TOTO-1 fluorescence measured along perimeter of cell membrane of a single cell. 20 mg/ml of pDNA (blue); background 20 mg/ml (light gray);
500 mg/ml of pDNA (orange); background 500 mg/ml (dark gray). C) Average TOTO-1 fluorescence intensity at peaks measured on 5 cells. Vertical bars represent standard
deviation.

Fig. 7. pDNA interaction with cell membrane after 8  5 ms pulse protocol. A) Images of brightfield and TOTO-1 fluorescence taken under the microscope, with 20 mg/ml or D)
500 mg/ml of pDNA. B) TOTO-1 fluorescence measured along perimeter of cell membrane of a single cell. 20 mg/ml of pDNA (blue); background 20 mg/ml (light gray); 500 mg/
ml of pDNA (orange); background 500 mg/ml (dark gray). C) Average TOTO-1 fluorescence intensity at peaks measured on 5 cells. Vertical bars represent standard deviation.

Following application of 8  5 ms protocol with 20 mg/ml of pDNA
average peak in fluorescence intensity was significantly higher
compared to the peaks in fluorescence intensity after HF-BP 2 protocol with both pDNA concentrations and 8  100 ms protocol with
20 mg/ml of pDNA.

3.7. pH and temperature measurements
We measured pH changes after pulse delivery in the middle of
4 mm cuvettes according to gene electrotransfer protocol; i.e. at
fixed temperature of 37 °C for 5 min (Fig. 9). After pulse delivery
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Fig. 8. pDNA interaction with cell membrane after HF-BP 2 pulse protocol. A) Images of brightfield and TOTO-1 fluorescence taken under the microscope, with 20 mg/ml or D)
500 mg/ml of pDNA. B) TOTO-1 fluorescence measured along perimeter of cell membrane of a single cell. 20 mg/ml of pDNA (blue); background 20 mg/ml (light gray); 500 mg/
ml of pDNA (orange); background 500 mg/ml (dark gray). C) Average TOTO-1 fluorescence intensity at peaks measured on 5 cells. Vertical bars represent standard deviation.

Fig. 9. Cell suspension pH changes for all five pulse protocols used, 8  100 ms (yellow j); 8  5 ms (orange d); HF-BP 1 (green r); HF-BP 2 (red ▲) and HF-BP 3 (blue .).
Vertical bars represent standard deviation. Also shown is example of temperature (gray d) monitoring during pH measurement.

difference was observed at 2, 3, 4 and 5 min after electroporation
between pulse protocol 8  5 ms and pulse protocols 8  100 ms
and HF-BP 1. At every time point pH after delivery of pulse protocol
8  5 ms was significantly lower compared to pH after delivery of
pulse protocol 8  100 ms or pulse protocol HF-BP 1. However,
although the decrease was statistically significant the observed
drop in pH was not large. The lowest measured pH values were still
above 7.2.
For each tested pulse parameter sample temperature increase
during pulse delivery was measured. All experiments were done
at room temperature that was approximately 25.5 °C. The highest

we also added FBS and mixed cells by pipetting, following protocol
for GET, therefore local pH changes in the cuvette were blurred.
Electroporation statistically significant decreased pH in average
in overall suspension of cells. Decrease in pH of 0.17–0.27 was
measured first minute after pulse delivery in all five pulse protocols tested. pH remained constantly lower all 5 min after pulse
delivery in all pulse protocols tested except 8  5 ms pulse protocol. Using 8  5 ms pulse protocol pH additionally decreased for
0.11 in the second minute after pulse delivery and remained constant then after. When comparing pH changes following different
pulse protocols in 5 min after pulse delivery statistically significant
9
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temperature of 30.6 °C was recorded after application of HF-BP 1
pulse parameters. Measured temperature increases after delivery
of 8  100 ms, 8  5 ms, HF-BP 1, HF-BP 2 and HF-BP 3 pulse parameters were 0.8 °C, 2.4 °C, 5.1 °C, 3.1 °C and 3.6 °C, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 2).

was observed (Fig. 2). Similar trend was observed for overall GET
with the highest pDNA concentration (500 mg/ml). Overall GET
obtained by HF-BP pulse protocols was comparable to overall
GET obtained by ‘‘classical”, long monopolar pulse protocols
(Fig. 4). It was already shown that with higher pDNA concentration
successful GET is possible also with shorter high voltage pulses
where weaker electrophoretic forces are present [34,39,88]. This
is in agreement with our results obtained with HF-BP pulse protocols where with higher pDNA concentration we were able to
achieve comparable GET efficiency in the absence of net electrophoretic force on pDNA. According to findings of [40] the diffusion coefficient of circular 4.7 kbp large pDNA used in our study is
similar at all tested concentrations (20 to 500 mg/ml).
Protein expression following transfection is regulated by a
number of factors, including the promoter used, pDNA copy number within the cell and the availability of cellular machinery for
transcription and translation. Fluorescence intensity of the cell is
considered to be indicative of the number of pDNA copies inside
the cell that have reached the cell nucleus and have been successfully transcribed and translated into fluorescent proteins [89,90].
Our results of median fluorescence intensity thus suggest that
the lack of electrophoretic force can only partially be compensated
with higher pDNA concentration. Median fluorescence intensity
with the lowest (20 mg/ml) and the highest (500 mg/ml) pDNA concentration was significantly higher after GET with pulse protocols
8  100 ms and 8  5 ms compared to all three pulse protocols
HF-BP (Fig. 5). Suggesting that although with the highest pDNA
concentration (500 mg/ml) we were able to achieve similar percent
of transfected cells, the number of pDNA copies that were successfully transfected into cells was higher when pulse protocols
8  100 ms and 8  5 ms were used. This indicates that electrophoretic force is also instrumental in pDNA translocation across
cell membrane.
Recently in a study reported by [88] authors observed increase
in GET with increasing pDNA concentration and that at some point
GET efficiency no longer increases with higher pDNA concentration. They also reported that if pulse parameters are suboptimal
this plateau in GET efficiency is not observed. However, contrary
to our results, they observed decrease in cell survival with increasing pDNA concentration. Reason for this might be that different
assays for cell survival were used. We used MTS assay which measures cell viability 24 h after experiments, and they did clonogenic
assay which is a cell survival assay based on the ability of a single
cell to grow into a colony.
Direct observation of pDNA aggregates formation on cell membrane showed that increasing pDNA concentration also increases
the fluorescence intensity of pDNA aggregates labeled with
TOTO-1 nucleic acid stain formed on cell membrane. Florescence
intensity of pDNA aggregates depends also on duration of applied
pulses. With the lowest pDNA concentration (20 mg/ml) the fluorescence intensity of pDNA aggregates formed on cell membrane
following 8  5 ms pulse protocol (Fig. 7) was almost 4 times
higher as fluorescence intensity of pDNA aggregates formed after
HF-BP 2 pulse protocol (Fig. 8) with the highest pDNA concentration (500 mg/ml) and comparable to 8  100 ms pulse protocol
(Fig. 6) with the highest pDNA concentration. However, we did
not observe any direct correlation between fluorescence intensity
of pDNA aggregates formed on cell membrane and transfection
efficiency. With the highest pDNA concentration used, fluorescence
intensity of pDNA aggregates formed after HF-BP 2 pulse protocol
was almost 10 times lower compared to fluorescence intensity of
pDNA aggregates formed after 8  5 ms protocol while no significant difference was observed in percent of GFP positive cells. Similar observations were reported previously [91]. The interaction of
pDNA with cell membrane is only one of several steps and barriers
that pDNA has to overcome in order to be expressed. Other factors

4. Discussion
The results of our study confirm that with HF-BP pulses we can
achieve successful GET with bipolar microsecond pulses in vitro
with sufficiently high pDNA concentration. The electric field chosen for GET with pulse protocols HF-BP was in the range of electric
fields used for GET with longer monopolar pulses. GET efficiency
increased with increasing pDNA concentration. However, in
attempt to achieve GET efficiency comparable to that of longer
monopolar pulses (8  100 ms and 8  5 ms pulse protocols) 5
times higher pDNA concentration was needed for GET with HFBP pulse protocols. Further optimization of HF-BP pulse protocols
could lessen the need for high pDNA concentrations. Nevertheless,
presented results potentially open completely new field of possible
GET applications – less painful and widely accepted GET applications, like nucleic acid-based vaccination.
Electric field required for successful GET using protocols HF-BP
(1.25 kV/cm) was lower than electric field required for GET with
pulse protocol 8  100 ms (1.6 kV/cm) and 2.5 times higher than
electric field required for GET with pulse protocol 8  5 ms
(0.5 kV/cm). This is in contrast with previously published data
[53,54,59] showing that higher electric fields are required when
applying HF-BP pulses. However, previous studies were performed with HF-BP pulse protocols that had the same on-time
per treatment as 8  100 ms. In our experiments we extended
on-time per treatment in HF-BP pulse protocols (12–21x) compared to 8  100 ms and thus were able to achieve permeabilization and GET at lower electric filed. In HF-BP pulse protocols ontime per treatment was still more than 2x shorter as in 8  5 ms
pulse protocol. On-time per treatment was prolonged with
increased number of pulses in each burst of HF-BP pulse protocols. This might be the explanation for lower electric field
required for GET with HF-BP pulse protocols as it was previously
shown that with increased number of pulses, the electric field
needed to obtain the same fraction of electroporated cells
decreases [82].
In order to investigate if the lack of electrophoretic force during
HF-BP pulse delivery can be compensated with higher pDNA concentration we tested the effect of increasing pDNA concentration
on cell viability and GET efficiency. The addition of pDNA in cell
suspension was not toxic regardless of the concentration used
(Fig. 3). Moreover, even the highest pDNA concentration (500 mg/
ml) did not decrease cell viability, alone or in combination with
applying any of five pulse protocols tested as detected by MTS
assay 24 h after GET. Our results are comparable to results
obtained in [83] where it was shown that pDNA concentrations
up to 1 mg/ml did not decrease survival of mesenchymal stem
cells. However, some studies report that pDNA concentrations
above 100 mg/ml already have reduced cell survival [84,85] as a
consequence of cell defense mechanisms activation triggered by
pDNA entrance leading to programmed cell death [86,87].
Our results show that percent of GFP positive cells was increasing with increasing pDNA concentration. Increase was more pronounced when HF-BP pulse protocols were applied. With the
highest two pDNA concentrations (250 and 500 mg/ml) the increase
in percent of GFP positive cells was significant in all three HF-BP
pulse protocols. Contrary to pulse protocol 8  100 ms and pulse
protocol 8  5 ms where no further increase in percent of GFP positive cells with pDNA concentrations above 60 mg/ml or 80 mg/ml
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such as pDNA stability in cytoplasm, its transport to perinuclear
region and successful crossing of nuclear envelope are also crucial
and contribute to differences in transfection efficiency [18].
Since application of bipolar pulses also comes with decreased
electrochemical reactions [92,93], and lower metal release from
electrodes [59], we measured pH changes of overall cell suspension after pulse delivery. To mimic our experimental protocol
with cells FBS was added after pulse delivery to increase cell
survival [78] and cell suspension was mixed by pipetting. Cell
suspension in cuvette was placed in water bath heated to
37 °C. We observed slight decrease in pH of cell suspension,
but not large enough to affect cell membrane resealing dynamics
[94]. This drop in pH was stable during 5 min following pulse
delivery in all pulse protocols tested except pulse protocol
8  5 ms where pH additionally decreased in the second minute
after pulse delivery and remained constant then after. Significant
drop in pH was observed after pulse protocol 8  5 ms compared to pH after delivery of pulse protocol 8  100 ms and pulse
protocol HF-BP 1 (Fig. 9). Our measurements are in agreement
with [92], where it was shown that longer pulses lead to more
electrochemical reactions which cause changes in the chemical
composition of electroporation medium or pH. According to
our results larger pH changes must be occurring at anode side
since the overall pH decreased after pulse delivery. This is in
agreement with [45] where larger extension of the anodic pH
front relative to the cathodic one was observed. Another explanation for slight decrease in medium pH can be the repair mechanisms of cells which are activated in order to repair damage
caused on cell membrane during electric field delivery. This
mechanisms include exocytosis of lysosomes and the release of
their acidic content in cell surroundings [95]. Cell lysis could
also contribute to observed decrease in pH since intracellular
pH is around 7.0–7.2 [96].
Temperature is reported to affect cell membrane fluidity, consequently permeabilization [97] and GET efficiency [98,99]. However,
final temperature of the electroporated cell samples measured during delivery of different pulse protocols in our study was not higher
than 37 °C which was the temperature of after pulse incubation.
Therefore, we conclude that temperature increase during pulse
delivery had no observable effect on GET efficiency.
We did not observe any difference in efficiency between all
three HF-BP protocols tested. Changing number of bursts or number of pulses in each burst in the tested range of parameters did
not lead to increased GET efficiency. Minor differences were
observed in cell viability 24 h after pulse delivery where both
increased number of bursts and increased number of pulses in
burst lead to slightly lower cell viability, although not statistically
significant.
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